
President's letter to members


Our Winter season is underway. We have some very interesting programs 
coming up in our future meetings.. Is anyone else in awe of what a group of this 
size has available to them?  Linda Cortright from Wild Fibers Magazine, Amelia 
Poole workshop (have you signed up yet?). Many good things to look forward 
to..


Elections for a new slate of officers is a critical component for this year... We 
need volunteers to come forward for President, Secretary and Treasurer.. We 
have had a nominee/volunteer for VP/Program chair but in the past this has 
been a shared position so if someone is interested please step forward..


Many hesitate to volunteer for "official positions" in organizations.. Some 
because they have already held positions in other organizations or at the other 
end of the spectrum, have had no experience at all in leadership roles.. If you 
are organized and have attention to detail and a willingness to help to keep the 
organization successful you have the right skills.


Many times if you are a relatively new member you may hesitate to volunteer for 
various reasons but what is so great with this guild is that others who have held 
offices are still here so there is always a resource available to help (spoken with 
a voice of experience). Prior officers have done an excellent job of keeping 
records, establishing bylaws and procedures so that process can be handed off 
easily..


The Reed

Next meeting: March 5, 2016 
 at 9:30 a.m. 

Weaving Between the Lines with Amy Lund 

North Kingstown Free Library 
http://www.nklibrary.org/about/directions

http://www.nklibrary.org/about/directions
http://www.nklibrary.org/about/directions


Contrary to how I read my notes at the last meeting.. The positions are for a one 
year term with term limitations.. (President-VP and Secretary term limits to 2 
consecutive terms, Treasurer 3 consecutive terms). 


If you have any questions at all about any of the positions, please feel free to ask 
either myself or the current officer.


On another note... I was very pleased with the Weaving demonstration that was 
organized by Beth Fitzpatrick and the Library. We had several types of looms 
available for people to try. Floor, table , tapestry, inkle, card and rigid heddle 
looms were all demonstrated. The threat of snow did not deter the Weaving 
Seekers who came to view the exhibit and see the demonstration..


Thank you to those who came to demonstrate Dave Westcott, Beth Fitzpatrick, 
P'lette Ferland, Sharon Smith, Judy Tysmans and Jeanne Gould.


Weaving can be a solitary activity -- it was great to see all of the energy in the 
room.. It's always amazing to me the people who are interested in weaving- from 
the artsy creative type looking for a way to express design, to the engineer who 
needs to understand how it all works. The exhibit will be up til the end of 
February.. make sure you check it out.


Please consider volunteering for the open positions.


Linda 
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The Weavers' Guild of Rhode Island was founded in 1947.  Our goal is to promote the 
understanding and practice of the art and craft of weaving both for its members and the public. 

We usually meet on the first Saturday of the month at the North Kingstown Free Library. Doors 
open at 9am for coffee and socializing. The meeting begins at 9:30 am sharp with the speaker. 

We break for a brown-bag lunch about twelve. Everyone is welcome.

http://www.nklibrary.org/
http://www.nklibrary.org/


 The new Education Grant Application is now available and live on the 
WGRI website and can be submitted online or printed and mailed.  The 
purpose of the Education Grant is to enrich an applicant's personal growth in 
the  fiber field, as well as cultivate the Guild community and knowledge in 
weaving related fiber arts.   The financial need criteria has been removed, 
the Grant is open to all who are looking for funding for workshops etc.  The 
new criteria are...MEMBERS may request Up to $200 per event, applicants 
once awarded a grant can apply EVERY OTHER YEAR..There is a $750 
lifetime max  http://www.wgri.org  (correction to amount. Last newsletter indicated 
$250 in error.) 

GUILD AWARD      An anonymous benefactor has offered the guild a 
Yardage Challenge.   

Minimum size: 12” x 2.5 yards 

Yardage must be submitted by the May guild meeting 

Awards presented at the June guild meeting 

Weaver Categories: 

 Beginner Weaver 0-5 years experience 

 Intermediate Weaver- non-professional  

 Professional Weaver- teaches, gives seminars, is published, weaves for a living 

Prizes: 

 1st prize $100.00 for each category 

 Honorable Mention $25.00 for each category 

 Judges Choice Award 

No duplicate awards.  One Award per Person 

Jan Austin has a tapestry accepted in the Small Tapestry International 4 
exhibit in RaleighNC.  Hers is one of 45 chosen out of 125 submitted. 
A photo of her piece is in the current SS&D. (Shuttle Spindle & Dyepot) 
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http://www.wgri.org


WGRI Exhibit at the North Kingstown Library 

A Word of Thanks! 

January has been a very busy month for our guild.  There was our meeting on Jan 9th and 
presentation by Loren Spears on Narragansett Culture and Weaving Traditions that was well 
attended.  We have the library cases filled with examples of our creations and books from the 
library collection in all the display cases.  

                    

A Big Thank you to those that helped pull this together.  Elizabeth Donovan at the library has 
asked us to leave it up until the end of February as many people have been interested In 
exploring the displays.  There is an article in the North East Independent that explains about 
the Coverlet that the library had and how it got displayed along with all the information 
regarding its construction 
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Luckily Norma Smayda had all the 
information copied, and it is there with 
the coverlet made and donated to the 
Library in1988.  Then there was the 
demonstration day on January 23rd. 

Thank you to Dave Westcott, Linda Rhynard, P’lette Ferland, 
Sharon Smith, Judy Tysmans and Jeanne Gould our “ New 
Weaver” for all the good work communicating with the many 
library goers who stopped in to our demonstration. There was 
a good response and many fun conversations as well as 
several people who tried weaving for the first time.  The 
snow cooperated as well and just started as we were packing 
up our cars. 

Beth Fitzpatrick



  

  

Linda, the Research Librarian at NKFL, urged me to be sure the guild members know about 
the 20 Peggy Brown binders of samples.  What a treasure, and Karen Donaghay put them all 
together.  She deserves another round of thanks, even if in absentia.  They are shelved 
downstairs, in the open area behind the stairs. 
Our coverlet looks wonderful hanging in the library hall.  Linda remembered the night it was 
installed, sometime in the 1980s.    Norma
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TOWEL EXCHANGE- Weave & Give 5 - Get 5!!  

Greetings to all of the Towel Exchange participants. 

Just thought I would send a note to say hello and encourage you to start thinking about 
the towels exchange if you haven’t up to this point. I certainly know time flies by. At the 
Sept program June seemed so far away and now it will soon be March.
Can you believe it? 
If there are any questions please don’t hesitate to contact me or communicate with each 
other. It look forward to seeing what everyone has decided to do for towels. 
A reminder to please include the draft and your name with each towel. An address label 
is easy. Just stick it on the draft.

I am hoping to bring in the towel exchange bags to  the next meeting.

Have fun weaving the towels. remember no stressing. This is suppose to be fun…

Happy weaving,     Sally

Miscellaneous
ISO - In Search Of 

Astrid Drew is fascinated by lace weaving.   She is in search of a copy of Handwoven Laces by 
Donna Muller.  It is currently out of print, and what is available on line is very expensive.  She 
would be very happy if someone in the guild has an extra copy.

Websites   Enjoy!! 

http://mournetextiles.com    Watch the video on the home page 

There is always something to see on the Internet…
http://www.railreed.ee/en

And, who knew you could weave a bridge.. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dql-D6JQ1Bc 
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Trust But Verify 
This phrase stems from a Russian proverb which advises that while “a source of 
information might be considered reliable, one should perform additional research 
to verify that such information is accurate, or trustworthy.” ( Wikipedia).  

Most of us have based a draft on source material: Davison, Atwater, Handwoven, 
Bertha Gray Hayes, Vav, Dixon, Gallinger, and many, many, others (you get the 
idea). We adapt them for our individual projects according to our creative vision 
and needs. And most of the time the drafts are correct and the project is a 
success. But not always.  

In the last year I have come across two drafts with minor errors. I was fortunate 
to have caught them before the project began. I discovered these errors when I 
transferred the draft information into my weaving program. ( I use FiberWorks for 
Mac.) I compared the photograph or draft table in the source material to the 
computer drawdown, and I also looked closely at the drawdown itself.  

The first error that I discovered was In Davison, A Handweaver’s Pattern Book, 
p. 61, “M’s and O’s Square with Border No. 1.” In this draft, Davision designed a 
right border, a center repeat, and a left border. The threading for the left border is 
incorrect. The left border consists of three sections of 16 threads each and one 
section of 8 threads. I have included the corrected threading below.  

Recently I discovered an inconsistency in Weaving Designs by Bertha Gray 
Hayes, Miniature Overshot Patterns, by Smayda, White, Brown and Schelleng. 
I call this discovery an inconsistency and not an error. Here’s why. The beginning 
of the book shows color photographs of BGH’s woven samples, along with their 
corresponding handwritten drafts. The rear of the book has the same 
photographs along with a corresponding computer-aided drawdown.  

In designing a new scarf, I chose to weave “Zigzag,” which appears on page 98. 
The handwritten threading has 30 threads per repeat. I discovered that the 
computer-aided drawdown appearing on p. 156 shows a 38-thread repeat. After 
a few false starts, I determined that the handwritten draft represents the draft for 
the sample in the photograph.  

 It was an intriguing mystery as to why the book contained two drafts for the 
same overshot pattern. With the help of Norma Smayda, we found the answer. 
Additional source material not published in the book revealed that BGH had 
tinkered with the original “Zigzag” draft and somewhere  
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along the line, modified it slightly, thereby creating the draft shown in the back of 
the book. 
I’d like to think that BGH left a clue that Zigzag was a work-in- progress. It looks 
as if she originally named the draft “Stagger,” and changed her mind. She 
crossed out the word Stagger and above it wrote “Zigzag.” We’ll never know, of 
course, but it’s fun to imagine.  

I know I’m not the first to discover errors in source material. I hope that this is a 
reminder to Trust but Verify. Whether you use a computer program or a hand-
written drawdown, a magnifying glass or a clear mind, let’s take a few minutes 
before we start to give the draft a fresh and critical look.  

-- Janet Cooper 

“Anyone who has never made a mistake has never tried anything new.” ― Albert 
Einstein 

���

Corrected threading for the “LEFT BORDER” of Davison’s M’s and O’s Square with 
Border No. 1, p. 6.1. Note that Davison’s treadling is correct. The complete treadling for 
the left border is not shown. 
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2015-2016 Guild Meetings


March 5, 2016 - Amy Lund- Weaving Between the Lines


April 2, 2016 - Linda Cortright, - A Twisted World


  

wild fibers,natural fiber magazine, fiber farmers 
Wild Fibers Magazine is called the "National Geographic" of fibers with lush 
photos and outstanding stories from around the world. 
View on www.wildfibersmagazine.com 

May 5&6, 2016 -  Amelia Poole- One-Day Eco-printing 
Workshop


June 5, 2016 - Annual Meeting & Pot Luck

http://www.wildfibersmagazine.com/
http://www.wildfibersmagazine.com/
http://www.wildfibersmagazine.com/
http://www.wildfibersmagazine.com/


Looking for a book suggestion?? 

The Lady and the Unicorn by Tracy Chevalier
A tour de force of history and imagination, The Lady and the Unicorn is Tracy Chevalier’s answer to the 
mystery behind one of the art world’s great masterpieces—a set of bewitching medieval tapestries that 
hangs today in the Cluny Museum in Paris. They appear to portray the seduction of a unicorn, but the 
story behind their making is unknown—until now. 
Paris, 1490.  A shrewd French nobleman commissions six lavish tapestries celebrating his rising status at 
Court. He hires the charismatic, arrogant, sublimely talented Nicolas des Innocents to design them. 
Nicolas creates havoc among the women in the house—mother and daughter, servant, and lady-in-
waiting—before taking his designs north to the Brussels workshop where the tapestries are to be woven. 
There, master weaver Georges de la Chapelle risks everything he has to finish the tapestries—his finest, 
most intricate work—on time for his exacting French client. The results change all their lives—lives that 
have been captured in the tapestries, for those who know where to look. 
In The Lady and the Unicorn, Tracy Chevalier weaves fact and fiction into a beautiful, timeless, and 
intriguing literary tapestry—an extraordinary story exquisitely told. 

The Virgin's Knot: rug weavers and goddesses in Turkey  by Holly Payne 

Payne's debut novel is a beautifully written and evocative fable set in 1950s Turkey. 
Nurdane, a rug weaver of mystical power, is stricken with polio as a child, and is unable to 
walk without aid. Nurdane's gift for weaving becomes her sole focus, and her rugs become 
legendary. The people of her village believe that her rugs are imbued with magic that heals 
the sick and ensures the birth of male children, and thus Nurdane's creations become the 
highest prize in any woman's dowry. But she yearns for more from her life, and begins to 
realize that there is more she must do. Between the schemes of her father, the desires of 
the man who loves her, and the interest of an anthropologist on a quest to uncover the 
Goddess, Nurdane sees a way to fulfill her deepest desire. Payne has conjured an 
entrancing blend of myth, history, and religious feminism that results in a tale as compelling 
as it is elusive. 

The Bruges Tapestry by P.A. Staes 
When a sixteenth century Flemish tapestry appears in the house of Paolo Campezzi – a wealthy Italian in 
present-day Newport Beach, California – his interior designer and lover, Nora Fitzsimmons, is thrilled to 
hang it among his other treasures. But her best friend, Detective Claire DeMaer, is horrified to learn that 
the tapestry is a stolen work of art, and that she must arrest her friend’s lover.  
Soon Detective De Maer discovers this is the second time the tapestry has been stolen, and the first theft 
was committed nearly 500 years ago! DeMaer sets off to unravel the mystery of the tapestry: a story 
involving a young girl in 1520 and a 500-year cover-up by the Catholic Church. Only Clair DeMaer can 
discover the secret that is woven in time!
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